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OVERVIEW

The purpose of this project is to research, co-design and 
prototype more effective staff-client interaction spaces and a 
service to enable families and friends to have video contact from 
Community Corrections Offices with prisoners across New South 
Wales.
The prototyping location for the project is Campbelltown 
Community Corrections Office. Through a collaborative process, 
a framework and processes were developed for a Family Video 
Contact service in Community Corrections Offices that is 
supported by a volunteer service. We developed design concepts 
for the reception & waiting area, large interview room and a 
multipurpose group room spaces at Campbelltown Community 
Corrections Office (CCO).  These spaces were designed to better 
enable and support the current functions of CCOs as well as the 
Family Video Contact function. This report seeks to succinctly 
describe the project and clearly articulate the various concepts 
developed in the project. 

OBJECTIVES 

Through a rigorous research and co-design process, develop a 
pilot project with the objectives of:
• engaging local staff in the design and implementation of the 

project to draw on their knowledge and enable the project to 
have value for them

• enabling families and friends to have quality video contact 
with NSW prisoners through a FVC service and CCO spaces 
that for families are comfortable, support meaningful 
conversation and are safe

• re-designing key staff-client interaction spaces in the CCO so 
they better support the important work staff do with clients, 
while also accommodating the FVC service

• informing the development of principles for the design of 
other CCO offices and the FVC service 

BACKGROUND

Corrective Services NSW (CSNSW) and the family and friends 
of prisoners recognize the value of having the option for video 
contact particularly when large distances make face-to-face 
visiting difficult.  Currently CSNSW offers some families and 
friends the opportunity to use family video contact facilities to 
contact inmates in prisons. This primarily occurs through the 
Community Restorative Justice funded program in inner Sydney 
and some select regional courts. The scale of this program 
however means it is only accessible to a limited number of 
families. An initiative was trialed where families would use 
other government agencies video conferencing facilities but it 
was costly and difficult to manage. Part of this project seeks to 
explore and prototype the use of Community Correction Office 
(CCO) video facilities for family video contact.
Through considering the CCO family video contact service, 
but also independently, there was also recognition that many 
client spaces in Community Correction Offices do not provide 
appropriate amenity for families or for general clients of the 
service. The Assistant Commissioners involved in the briefing for 
this project identified that reception and waiting room facilities at 
most CCOs were sterile, cold and uncomfortable. It was identified 
these client and staff spaces did not reflect values or create an 
impression of the Department consistent with what they want to 
achieve.

SCOPE & DELIVERABLES

At the outset, the scope for this project was to develop at the 
prototype location concepts for:
• re-designing CCO waiting & reception space 
• re-designing group program room with family video contact 

AVL functionality
• family video contact service process and guidelines for CCO 

staff to operate the service 
• amenity and toys to support children’s being in CCO spaces
Through the site research and consulting with staff at a number 
of Community Corrections Offices, it was identified the scope 
and deliverables needed adjustment. In some CCO facilities the 
large group room was not an appropriate space for the FVC due 
to its location or design. In these offices a large interview room 
was often a more suitable location. It was also identified that 
demands related to the meet, greet and monitoring aspects of 
the Family Video Contact service could be difficult for local staff 
to manage at some offices. Due to these concerns, a model 
based broadly on the volunteer visitor information service at 
MRRC has been designed to undertake the meet, greet and 
basic monitoring aspects of the Family Video Contact service. In 
collaborating with staff at the Campbelltown CCO fundamental 
issues also became apparent regarding natural light and access 
to views outside from the staff only work areas. As a result the 
final scope of the project extended to also include:
• redesigning large interview room with family video contact 

AVL functionality
• FVC volunteer service processes and guidelines
• initial design concepts for increasing natural light and visual 

access outside from the staff areas

SETTING THE SCENE THE PROJECT 

BRIEF SITE STUDY IMPLEMENTATIONRESEARCH
CODESIGN /

CONCEPT
CREATION

EVALUATIONREPORTING IMPLEMENTATION 
PLANNING
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SETTING THE SCENE RESEARCH 

PRIMARY RESEARCH 

Fundamental to this project is conducting primary research 
and involving stakeholder in the design process. This it critical 
to ensuring the design concepts respond to the needs and 
aspirations of stakeholders and users. 
Some of the specific primary research and codesign activities 
included:
• Visit site, interview staff and document design at Newcastle/

Lake Macquarie, Sydney City and Kempsey Community 
Corrections Offices (see Apendix A for more details)

• Focus group with Campbelltown CCO staff
• Two workshops with Campbelltown CCO staff
• Two focus group sessions with 15 CCO male clients attending 

group programs at Campbelltown CCO
• Focus group with three Corrective Services staff delivering 

offence based group programs at Campbelltown 
• Multiple discussion and consultations with the Campbelltown 

CCO manager
• Two workshops with CSNSW head office staff 
• Consultations with staff at the Community Restorative Centre 

(CRC) Broadway
• Consultations with Prison Fellowship staff
• Access to primary research conducted by AVL Justice group 

using a diary method to explore the experiences of families in 
visiting and contacting family members in NSW prisons

FROM THE LITERATURE

Maintaining connections with community 

Clear research evidence exists about the importance of people 
in prison maintaining quality relationships with family and 
friends in the community (Moran, 2013). Prisoner family contact 
is associated with prisoners’ desistance post-release and the 
well-being of the partners and the children of prisoners in the 
community (Perry, 2012; Poehlmann, Dallaire, Loper, & Shear, 
2010). Within NSW, a recent report “Maintaining the Link” details 
the finding from a survey of visitors and indicates a range of 
experiences from positive to quite poor (Perry, 2012). While 
this report and much in the literature has a focus on contact in 
the form of face-to-face visitation (Moran, 2013), many of the 
environmental, emotional and customer service components 
have parallel relevance to family video contact.

Family – prisoner contact via video conferencing

The emerging academic and practice literature on ‘video visits’ 
is particularly relevant to the family video contact aspect of this 
project. This literature is in response to the rapid expansion 
internationally of this use of this technology for family-prisoner 
contact. Prominent throughout the literature is that ‘video visits’ 
or contact can be a ‘double edged sword’ (Fulcher, 2013). On 
the positive side it can be another mode of contact between 
families and prisoners that is private, less stigmatising than 
prison visits, more sensorial than phone contact and possible 
when large distances between the family and the prisoner limits 
face to face visiting (Beazar, 2008; Crabbe, 2002; Phillips, 2012; 
Poehlmann-Tynan et al., 2015). On the negative side, there 
is a tendency for prison jurisdictions to restrict the amount 
face-to-face visiting through the substitution of video contact. 
Additionally in some jurisdictions the video contact service is 
also monetised and operated as an enterprise.  The literature 
strongly suggests the introduction of family-inmate video contact 
should not be associated with any informal or formal reduction 
in access to face-to-face contact. Replacing face-to-face visiting 
with video contact is suggested as a dehumanising approach 

that would impact significantly on prisoner-family relationships 
and the accountability of prisons to the public (Fulcher, 2013; 
Phillips, 2012). It is envisaged that providing families with the 
option of either face-to-face or video contact without additional 
restrictions will ultimately result in visits related saving as some 
families opt to use video visiting in some instances.

Community Correctional Design

In navigating the design challenges in this project we also 
consulted relevant literatures on correctional design. An 
emerging discussion in criminology about the design of 
community corrections offices is particularly relevant(Carr et 
al., 2015; Harrison, 2015; Moran, 2013), with J. Phillips (2010, 
2014) exploring how CCO architecture can impact on practice and 
communicate meaning both to clients and staff. In the design 
literature there is an important design research report ‘From 
waiting rooms to resource hubs’ that suggests a rethinking of 
the ‘dirty waiting rooms & plastic chairs’ typical of community 
corrections offices in New York City to thinking of these spaces 
as resource hubs to help ‘people take control of their lives(NYC 
Department of Probation, 2011). 

In considering the design of spaces where families could use a 
video conferencing facility to contact a family member in prison, 
we drew of a range of literature. This included Rowden et al 
(2013) research on AVL facilities in courts, a precedent study 
of similar spaces in different contexts (see Appendix B) and a 
broader study of technical and environmental considerations for 
video conferencing (see Kashyap et al, 2016).
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CAMPBELLTOWN COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS OFFICE

The prototype and piloting location for the project is 
Campbelltown Community Corrections Office  22 Minto Road, 
Minto NSW 2566

PLAN

The office is spread across two buildings. There are two entries, 
the main for visitors is on Minto Road.  Staff and people attending 
offender program meetings in the rooms located at the rear of 
the office utilize the rear entry. 

SPACES

The plan is functionally divided into three operational spaces. 
Two public access areas and one general office area. The front 
public access area houses the main reception and 5 interview 
rooms. The interview rooms are accessed from the reception 
area and the rooms have staff access back into the general office 
space. 

The reception floor plan is unusually proportioned in length. The 
reception desk is positioned to the rear of the gun-barrel floor 
plan and suggests a destination on the plan. 

The rear public access area has a small reception and 
kitchenette that serves the offender program rooms. There are 
four rooms, but only three are suitable for use with access to 
both the public space and the general office space. One room is 
then used for storage as it has only one door to the public space.

The general office is centrally located between the two public 
access spaces and has limited access to daylight in one part of 
the office, and none in the other. This was raised as a concern by 
staff and has been included in our considerations.

SETTING THE SCENE PROTOTYPE LOCATION 



“You only get one chance to make a first impression. Many of you 
are clearly making a difference in the lives of people on probation. 
Unfortunately, when they think about the Department of Probation, 
many still think about ‘dirty waiting rooms & plastic chairs’ and too 
much wasted time. We can do better.

The devoted members of The Waiting Room Improvement Team will 
create a blueprint for public spaces that reflect our commitment to 
helping people on probation take control of their lives.”

Vincent N. Schiraldi, Commissioner,
NYC Department of Probation 

(New York City Department of Probation, 2011, p. 2)



Framing is central to the design innovation approach undertaken 
in this project. Framing provides a basis on which to think 
about both what happens in the space and how it is designed. 
The design of the space and services should compliment and 
support the desired practices.  We articulate frames for practice, 
the space and the Family Video Contact Service in Community 
Corrections Offices in this section

 FRAMING
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FRAMING PRACTICE

WHAT WE’VE HEARD

Staff:
“We’re not here to punish people, they’ve been through that. 
We’re here for them to serve out their sentence and help them 
understand and learn”. 

“Supporting relationships with families is one of the best ways to 
keep the guys out of gaol” 

“We’re trying to create a therapeutic alliance, it’s comfortable 
and safe but also gently challenging” 

“It’s about thinking change”

FRAMING 

It is clear that staff see the CCO as a place which moves beyond 
the supervision and management of offender sentences. It is a 
place which seeks to move clients toward the development of 
enriching lives that are meaningful both for the individuals as 
well as their families and the broader community. 
We frame the practice as ‘conversations to promote Good lives’. 
The CCO provides a dedicated place to host these challenging but 
important conversations. 

APPLICATION

Under this framing, the development of each practice, interaction 
and spatial design principle should be considered against the 
guiding question:
“would this help to promote good lives?”     
These conversations can be difficult, therefore the service and 
spatial design should not create any additional barriers, instead 
they should seek to support and motivate these conversations to 
happen as smoothly and productively as possible.

good

lives

Conversations to promote good lives
These conversations can be difficult,  

the services and environment should help them  
to happen as smoothly and productively as possible  
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WHAT WE HEARD

Program facilitator: 
“I ask them whether they feel like a hostage, a tourist or 
explorer”

Clients:
“At first I thought they were all against us, but I’m realising  
they’re on my side. I want to build knowledge and share it with 
my kids so they stay on the straight and narrow”

“I want it to feel welcoming, safe and not judgmental”  

“homely, not like an office”

“we’re here to learn”

FRAMING

The CCO provides a dedicated physical space to work on the 
development of good lives. It can therefore be framed as a 
productive place - a place of personal growth, but the word 
productive has been carefully chosen as it’s more neutral than an 
“educational” or “therapeutic” space which may be emotionally 
loaded.   

APPLICATION

It should encourage people to enter a productive mindset. 
Feeling comfortable, safe, well resourced and future focused. 
The aim is to put people in a setting which exemplifies the 
aspired life qualities rather than a place that echoes and 
reinforces past unproductive behaviour and identity. 

FRAMING SPACE

A PRODUCTIVE PLACE

good

lives
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FRAMING THE FVC SERVICE

WHAT WE HEARD (indicative)

CCO Client recently released from custody:
‘I would have used video conferencing if it meant my missus and 
kids didn’t have to travel for six hours (and then it’s in a dingy 
visits space). I don’t want my kids to see me like that. I want to be 
able to speak with them properly’ 

Partner of prisoner:
‘Its really important to me the time we spend together – I look 
forward to it all week. It’s our time together’ 

Correctional Centre administrator:
‘The conversations families and prisoners have can be really 
hard but also really important – particularly prior to getting out.’

FRAMING

Contact between families and a prisoner is really important. It’s 
their time they have together to strengthen and maintain their 
relationships. ‘Our time’ as a frame for the service reflects this 
sense of personal importance. It places the focus appropriately 
on the quality of the time people are spending together. 

APPLICATION

The frame ‘Our time’ works as a tag line for the service that 
can underpin how the service is operated and how the spaces 
are designed. It creates a language that clearly conveys the 
service is about families and prisoners having their own time 
together – it not about the bureaucracy that makes it happen. It 
provides families, prisoners and staff with a new way to refer to 
the service “Our Time sessions” that reflects its important and 
personal nature.

Enabling inmates, their families and friends to have quality 
contact via video conferencing between a remote prison and a 

community corrections office



“If video visits are an addition [to in-person visits] they will be a help 
to all and a God-send to many. But, if video visits are a replacement 
for the current visitation, their implementation would be a painful 
unwelcomed change that would be impersonal and dehumanizing.”

(Beazar, 2008)



 FAMILY VIDEO CONTACT
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PURPOSE

The Family Video Contact (FVC) Service is a pilot project that 
enables inmates, their families and friends to have quality 
contact via video conferencing between a remote prison and a 
community corrections office. 
Family Video Contact sessions are a supllement face to face 
visiting.  The clear intention is that no inmate or family will 
recieve less access to face-to-face visiting as a result of the 
service.
In line with the framing of the FVC service, when appropriate we 
also refer to the service and sessions as the ‘Our Time’ service 
and  
‘Our Time’.

A SERVICE CHARTER

Consistent with Corrective Services NSW’s existing Customer 
Service Charter for in-person family contact, the following 
Charter is articulated for the FVC service:
• The Family Video Service and CSNSW is committed to 

providing family, friends and inmates with the opportunity to 
continue and strengthen their relationships

• To achieve this Corrective Services NSW and FVC service 
information volunteers will welcome you and:

• Provide a relaxed, friendly and comfortable facility for 
families, children and friends 

• Treat people in a professional manner, consistent with  
fairness, courtesy and sensitivity

• Communicate information and expectations clearly in a 
friendly and understandable manner

• Be positive and helpful and provide reasons for any decisions 
made 

• Ensure all personal information is treated in confidence 

PILOT PROJECT

Campbelltown Community Corrections Office at Minto is the   
pilot location for the service 
The duration of the pilot is 3 months.
During the pilot period:
• the Prison Fellowship will operate the volunteer service 
• the Community Restorative Centre will  provide family support 

services (as part of their broader service)
• monthly meetings will occur during the pilot between the 

relevant parties
After the three-month pilot period:
• a formal review will be undertaken 
• an EOI process will be undertaken if the service continues to  

 estbalish the ongoing providers of the volunteer service

PILOT SERVICE DESCRIPTION

FVC sessions will occur once a week in one 3.5 hour block (i.e. 
every Wednesday 9 to 12.30)
A maximum of three separate family sessions will occur in the 
3.5 hour block each week 
A CCO staff member (ie manager or delegate) will be assigned as 
the primary contact whenever FVC sessions are being held at the 
office
Two FVC information volunteers will always be assigned to attend 
the CCO when FVC sessions are being conducted 
Both inmates or families/friends are able to request an Our Time 
session
A maximum of four people (including children) who are approved 
for visits can attend an Our Time session 
Each inmate is eligible for one Our Time session per month and 
this has not imapct on their access to face-to-face visiting 
A booking for an Our Time session must occur at least one week 
in advance
A formal, objective review of the FVC will be undertaken after the 
three month pilot period 

FAMILY VIDEO CONTACT THE SERVICE

Enabling inmates, their families and friends to have quality contact via video 
conferencing between a remote prison and a community corrections office.
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FAMILY VIDEO CONTACT GLOSSARY OF ROLES

 FVC

 Family and Friends

 Inmate

 FVC-VS

 VCSS

 CCSL

 CCO

 Correctional Centre

 CRC

 Police
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This is a process overview of the Family Video Contact service. 
Both an inmate or a family/friend can book a FVC session. 
The booking  process is coordinated by the Video Conference 
Scheduling Service. At the arranged time the inmate attends 
an AVL studio at the CC and the family/ friends attend the CCO 
office.  The identity of family/ friend participants attending the 
CCO is checked over the video link by the CC staff member ( or 
similar).* The  FVC session is primarily monitored by the CC staff 
member ( or similar), and they have the delegation to stop the 
visit at any time.

*clarify who initiates and manages of the sessions. CC staff 
member or VCSS staff member or similar.

FAMILY VIDEO CONTACT PROCESS

Inmate requests FVC Family requests FVC

Inmate taken by CC O cer to
VC facility

15 mins prior to FVC

CC monitor FVC

FVC ends

Family ready for FVC at CCO

Correctional Centre informs
VCSS of booking request

Correctional Centre informs
VCSS of booking request

Virtual video conference
room established

CC Visits O cer checks
family ID

Family dosplays correct ID and
FVC volunteer leaves room

45 min FVC session starts

Noti cation
FVC will end in 5 mins.

Inmate connected to virtual
room and engages in FVC

Inmate met by CC, assessed &
returned to relevant area

Family engages in FVC

Family met by volunteer.
Provided with information

Family connected to virtual
room

CC Visits O cer ready to
initiate and manage virtual room

Inmate ready for FVC in CC
video conference room

Correctional Centre Support Line
inform VCSS of booking request

Family arrives and FVC colunteer
greats, checks names & takes to room
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PURPOSE

The FVC Information Volunteer Scheme is established to assist in 
meeting the Service Charter for the Family Video Contact service. 
In particular, the volunteer scheme seeks to ensure relevant 
information and a relaxed, friendly and comfortable environment 
is available to those using the service. 

BACKGROUND 

The FVC Information Volunteer Scheme is broadly based on the 
Visits Information Volunteer (VIV) scheme currently operating 
at the Metropolitan Reception and Remand Centre. A previous 
Service Partnership Agreement for the VIV scheme was used in 
developing this document.
Similar to visiting a correctional centre, attending a Community 
Corrections Office to participate in FVC session can be stressful. 
This may particularly be the case for participants unfamiliar 
with the AVL technology, the Community Correction Office 
context or those who may be fearful interacting with government 
authorities. 

SERVICE PROVIDER

The Prison Fellowship has offered to enter into an agreement 
with CSNSW to operate the volunteer service for the duration 
of the pilot. This includes recruiting, training, managing and 
monitoring the team of volunteers to operate the service. The 
Prison Fellowship currently operates the Visits Information 
Volunteer scheme at MRRC. 
At the conclusion of the pilot, and if the continuation of the 
program is indicated in the evaluation, an ongoing service 
provider will be selected through a formal expression of interest 
process.

VOLUNTEER ROLE

The volunteer role includes:
• Attending a briefing session with the responsible CCO staff 

member prior to the commencement of CCO sessions on the 
day

• Each day set-up the waiting rool and FVC room for the FVC 
sessions

• Greet participants arriving to attend FVC sessions and guide 
to waiting area

• Provide participants with relevant information about the 
FVC sessions, expectations and (if relevant) support service 
information In a friendly manner

• Where children are in attendance, ask the parents/ guardians 
if they would like the children to have access to toys/games 
etc

• At the appropriate time guide participants to the FVC room 
and  (if neccesary) assist them with using the technology

• Once participants are connected to the FVC system, the 
volunteers are to  leave the room

• During the FVC sessions at least one volunteer should be 
located  in the adjacent waiting area in case the participants 
need additional assistance, have an issue or finish early

• At the end of the session, greet participants, provide relevant 
resources and information and guide participants out of the 
building

• Notify the responsible CCO staff member of any actual or 
potenial difficult situations immediately using mobile phone

• If any person’s safety is in immediate danger, activate duress 
as well as notifiying responsible CCO staff member

• At the completion of the FVC sessions on a day, return rooms 
to their normal arrangement and meet/ debrief with the 
responsible CCO staff member

The volunteer role does NOT include:
• Supervising children before or during the FVC session
• Any authority to impact on the operational decisions of 

CSNSW staff

VOLUNTEER SERVICE MANAGEMENT

Selection of volunteers 
• wil occur through a formal and documented selection process 

reviewed by CSNSW
• consideration will be given to the ethnic diversity of the FVC 

participants in selecting volunteers,

Training of volunteers
• On-site orientation training designed specifically for the FVC  

volunteers. 
• Specific training related to how to respond to difficult 

situations (see 4.1)
• CSNSW Security Awareness for External Service Providers 

e-learning module

Required resources 
• duress alarm for each volunteer on site
• badge identifying person as a volunteer
• a mobile phone for each volunteer on site with relevant 

numbers
• information booklets etc for distribution

Local rostering and management

FAMILY VIDEO CONTACT VOLUNTEER SERVICE
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PURPOSE

Community Corrections Offices are used as a location for family 
and friends to access a purpose designed video conferencing 
facility to contact a person in a NSW prison.

BACKGROUND

Currently CSNSW offers some families and friends the 
opportunity to use family video contact facilities to contact 
inmates in prisons. This primarily occurs through the Community 
Restorative Justice funded program in inner Sydney and some 
select regional courts. The scale of this program however means 
it is only accessible to a limited number of families. An initiative 
was trialled where families would use other government 
agencies video conferencing facilities but it was costly, there 
were problems with connections between justice and non-justice 
IT systems and it was difficult to manage. Part of this project 
seeks to explore and prototype the use of Community Correction 
Office (CCO) video facilities for family video contact.

CONSIDERATIONS

• The CCO facility , as the location for the FVC service, it 
is important the CCO provides a relaxed, friendly and 
comfortable facility for families, children and friends using 
the service. This is addressed in the associated design 
concepts detailed in the following sections.

• While the FVC volunteers will be responsible for assisting 
participants/families using the service, local CCO 
management will need to have oversight of the volunteers 
while on site

• As family and friends participating in FVC will be on CCO 
premises, there are associated responsibilities for local CCO 
management in responding to difficult situations should they 
arise. This is addressed specifically on the next page. 

• Through attending a FVS session, it may be apparent that 
participants/ families may benefit from the offer and access 
to additional support. A structure is formalised for the 

Community Restorative Centre to provide this support under 
an existing arrangement

ROLE + RESPONSIBILITIES

When FVC sessions are occurring at the CCO there must be a  
nominated FVC responsible CCO officer present to oversee the 
FVC. 
The responsible CCO-FVC officer will be the CCO Manager and/ 
or their nominated delegate. Any person in the role most recieve 
specific training on the FVC service and the role of the CCO 
officer.
The role of responsible CCO-FVC officer on a day when the FVC 
service is operating includes:
• briefing the FVC volunteers at the start of the day and 

providing them with any relevant resources 
• being available to manage, respond to and follow-up on any 

difficult situation associated with the FVC service
• debrief the FVC volunteers at the end of the day and 

document anything for follow-up
More broadly the CCO Manager and/ or their nominated delegate 
will be required to:
• Establish and maintain local procedures for their oversight of 

FVC service
• Attend monitoring meeting during the pilot and participate in 

the evaluation process

FAMILY SUPPORT - COMMUNITY RESTORATIVE 
CENTRE

It is recognised that for a range of reasons family and friends 
of prisoners can be economically, socially and emotionally 
disadvantaged. Supporting a person in prison and negotiating 
personal relationships with only periodic contact can also be very 
stressful. The Family Video Contact Service  provides a touch 
point with families and friends where the offer of additional 
professional support can be made. As part of the Family Video 
Contact Service, volunteers will receive specific training and 
advice on providing information to the family and friends of 

FAMILY VIDEO CONTACT COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS OFFICE

prisoners about support services. Where needed, such support is 
critical to the well-being of these families and reducing negative 
outcomes.
The Community Restorative Centre as well as a range of other 
services receive specific funding from Corrective Services NSW 
to provide support services to family and friends of people in 
NSW prisons. This is in recognition that CSNSW are not always 
the best placed to provide such services. As part of the FVC pilot 
program the Community Restorative Centre has offered to have 
a particular focus on ensuring they are able to support these 
families under their program. Drawing on their clinical expertise, 
the Community Restorative Centre is also able to assist with 
providing the volunteer service with training around how to 
engage appropriately with vulnerable people using the service. 
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BACKGROUND

• In other contexts where the Family Video Contact (FVC)   
service has operated in NSW (regional courts, CRC), there has  
been no reported incidents relating to difficult or dangerous  
situations involving participants

• It is, however, evident that having families and friends 
attending CCO offices for video contact sessions does present 
the possibility of difficult situations arising  

• Difficult situations involving FVC participants that could arise 
include;
 − verbal abuse towards staff, volunteers or other participants 
 − malicious damage to furnishings or equipment,
 − threats or actual physical assault of staff, volunteers or other 
participants 
 − other disruptive behavior that seriously impacts on 
perceptions of safety and functioning of the community 
corrections office 

• While rare, like in other CCO contexts, there is a duty of 
care to minimize and manage these risks as the impact on 
people’s wellbeing could be significant

KEY CONSIDERATIONS

• Fundamental to preventing and managing difficult situations  
is that FVC information volunteers and CCO staff are clear 
about their roles, responsibilities and boundaries related to 
the service

• How the FVC service is operated, including how expectations  
are communicated to FVC participants, will assist to prevent  
many difficult situations

• Some difficult situations, however, can not be prevented and  
need to be managed 

• In general, difficult situations involving a FVC participant 
would  
be managed in a similar manner to any other difficult client  
situation at a CCO office 

• The primary consideration for staff and volunteers must their  
own and others personal safety

• Where it is assessed someone’s safety may be in danger, the 
Police are to be notified

STRATEGY 

Supported by training, the strategy for managing difficult 
behavior will include prevention, problem identification, initial 
response and follow-up components

1. Prevention 
FVC information volunteers and assigned CCO staff will receive 
specific training on how to communicate expectations and 
interact with FVC clients to minimize the likelihood of difficult 
situations. CSNSW have existing training resources that could be 
adapted to this purpose

2. Identification of difficult situations 
FVC information volunteers and CCO staff should only be 
concerned with difficult situations where people’s safety is 
jeopardized. It is the Correctional Centre’s responsibility to 
monitor and identify other criminal behavior that may occur 
during these sessions
FVC information volunteers will be the most likely to identify 
difficult situations before, during or after a FVC session. During 
a FVC session the volunteers will be seated outside of the room 
– they will not have visual assess into the room or hear normal 
conversation. *
When a volunteer identifies a potential or actual difficult 
situation, they are to immediately notify (by mobile phone) the 
responsible CCO staff member assigned to FVC on that day. If 
any person’s physical safety is in immediate danger the FVC 
volunteer should also activate their police duress.

3. Initial response 
It will be the responsible CCO staff member assigned to FVC on 
the day to coordinate the response to a difficult situation (or a 
potentially difficult situation). 
Depending on the difficult situation this could include:
• informing the correctional centre to stop the FVC session
• speaking with FVC participants and communicating concerns  

 and potential consequences
• contacting the police and requesting assistance
• directing FVC participants to leave the CCO premises
• directing volunteers or staff members to leave an area

4. Follow-up 
After a difficult situation incident there will be a requirement for 
follow-up. This will be in terms of:
• local incident reporting at the CCO and reporting to the   

 Correctional Centre 
• informing relevant CS system for approving and monitoring  

 family/ friend & inmate contact

* Consideration was given to providing volunteers or CCO staff 
with a direct video feed of the FVC vision on a screen or tablet.  
There were concerns, however, in terms of managing acWcess to 
the feed, privacy issues and undue responsibility on volunteers/ 
staff. There are many similar situations in CCO and CC context 
where the is similar risk but such surveillance would not be 
deemed necessary

FAMILY VIDEO CONTACT DIFFICULT SITUATIONS
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CONCEPT DESIGN RECEPTION & WAITING AREA

CURRENT PLAN AND MOVEMENT

The floor plan resembles an extra wide corridor with a reception 
at the end of it. Seats and doors line either side of the room 
and the reception has Perspex sheet for security and holes for 
communication.

The movement through the space is to first visit the reception 
and then wait to be called for a meeting with staff in one of the 
interview rooms. All visitors are subject to this system whether 
they are offenders attending an interview or families attending an 
Audio Visual Link (AVL) session with a relative in prison.

The space is monitored by CCTV from the office and there is a 
buzzer for the visitor if the reception remains unattended for a 
period after their arrival.

Information pamphlets for various conditions are provided and 
distributed from wall-mounted holders.
There is a small wall mounted TV that is set on a commercial 
channel

The reception is orientated to the west and it was observed that 
at certain times of the day, glare entering the space rendered the 
visitors as silhouettes to the staff and a mirrored surface as the 
Perspex reflected the light to the visitor.

Campbelltown CCO reception and interview rooms with current visitor flow. View from the reception desk; afternoon light and glare.

CURRENT PLAN
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DESIGN INTENTIONS

• Create a more assessable, non threatening space where the 
reception meets clients and families half way 

• Discretely separate family and client visitors

NOTE
• While the majority of stakeholders agreed with the value 

of the change in layout including moving reception, it is 
acknowledged that not all CCO staff were in agreement. In the 
next stage of detailed design and specification, a particular 
effort will be made to address these concerns where possible.

DESIGN ATTRIBUTES

Locating the reception half way down the corridor offers a 
number of other advantages:
• The remote reception as destination is removed.
• The glare and reflection issue is resolved.
• The floor plan is discretely divided into two spaces where 

there is a logical divide between offender visitors and family 
visitors.

• The division allows the information pamphlets to be more 
discreetly organized and targeted to the offender visitors.

• The gun barrel shape of the plan is divided to offer a less 
confronting facing each other seating arrangement to more of 
a waiting room feel.

CONCEPT DESIGN RECEPTION & WAITING AREA ‘MEET HALF WAY’ CONCEPT

Campbelltown CCO ‘Meet Half Way’ Concept reception and interview rooms. Indication of manipulation of the visitor flow.
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MATERIAL THEME

Although the final materials are not yet specified the intention 
is to create an aesthetic which creates a ‘productive feel’. This 
has been achieved by taking influence from productive spaces 
like libraries or studios which provide visual cues that evoke 
respectful and productive mindset, behaviour and interaction. 

Proposed material themes:
• Off white walls, colour used sparingly, preferably through art 

and material details rather than through traditional ‘feature 
walls’

• Timber doors
• Black trim  
• Simple bold wayfinding  
• Materials which will not look tired quickly; ie Cork flooring 

that’s hard wearing and easy to keep clean, dark canvass 
upholstery

CONCEPT DESIGN RECEPTION & WAITING AREA LOOK & FEEL
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CONCEPT SKETCH

The aim is to provide furniture which meets necessary safety 
and durability requirements without feeling institutional, 
governmental or correctional. Instead, more normalised 
furniture is proposed which contributes to a productive feel and 
communicates trust and value in the client. 

Communicating this message visually is not only valuable for 
clients and families but is able to project a progressive corporate 
image to all visitors of the space. 

Varying floor treatments, seat direction and type can assist to 
separate different areas, visually suggesting different functions 
such as seating area, family area and reading area.    

CONCEPT DESIGN RECEPTION & WAITING AREA LOOK & FEEL
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CONCEPT DESIGN RECEPTION & WAITING AREA FURNISHINGS
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“They don’t often use the notice table as it’s up 
near the reception desk, it’s unapproachable” 

INFORMATION

• The pamphlet racks were often empty. 
• One man hid a pamphlet in his hand as another faced him  

meters away. 
• There is opportunity to make the information more 

approachable and engaging within the space by distributing it 
throughout the space and across  various platforms 

distribute pamphlets amongst seating places to read in privacy iPads with flush anti theft mount

notices displayed on monitors - between programs or on 
separate screens.

CONCEPT DESIGN RECEPTION & WAITING AREA FURNISHINGS
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Campbelltown CCO group rooms    

CONCEPT DESIGN GROUP & TRAINING ROOM CURRENT PLAN

CURRENT PLAN AND USE

There are four group rooms. Three are used as intended and one 
is utilized as a store as it doesn’t have the dual office and public 
access. All rooms are located at the rear of the CCCO tenancy 
and are accessed from a reception area that has an entry door off 
a small car park. The rooms are serviced by a small reception, 
waiting space, public toilet, and kitchenette. 

Group programs can have up to 20 attendees. Programs are 
generally held after business in the evening.

One room in particular  is utilized both by the CCCO office for 
meetings and for the group programs. The Group Room and 
Office Meeting Room was identified by CSNSW and CCCO as 
having potential for multiple functions, including FVC.

DESIGN INTENTIONS

• Increase amenity for a productive offenders program meeting 
space

• Increase amenity to support the needs of CCCO business 
including facility for meetings and training

• Provide a functional and welcoming large FVC facility
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Offender program setup

CONCEPT DESIGN GROUP & TRAINING ROOM PROPOSED SCHEME

PROPOSED PLAN AND USE

• The proposed changes look at the whole of the group, meeting 
and training facility. This includes the waiting, reception and 
the underutilized storeroom. 

DESIGN INTENTIONS

• Increase the amenity of the group, meeting and training 
facility with minimum impact on the existing fitout

DESIGN ATTRIBUTES

• Increased amenity to support the needs of Campbelltown 
CCO business including a facility for meetings and 
training - storage for group tables and chairs for multiple 
configurations.

• Enlarged waiting room to meet capacity for offender program 
and regional business training location. 

• Amenity for a productive offenders program meeting space – 
de-cluttered space with storage

• Large adaptable space for FVC 
• Wall mounted joinery to accommodate AVL screen, other AVL 

equipment and kids toys
• Minimum impact on existing fitout
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Family Video Contact setup

DESIGN INTENTIONS

• To create a comfortable space for families to attend FVC. 
• To have other spaces where children can entertain 

themselves whilst parents communicate via FVC

DESIGN ATTRIBUTES

• The FVC setup features furniture of a domestic nature
• A lounge and some kids sized chairs are kept in the 

storeroom and maneuvered into position for the FVC sessions
• Toys and equipment are stored in the wall-mounted joinery

CONCEPT DESIGN GROUP & TRAINING ROOM PROPOSED SCHEME
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Regional meeting and training setup

CONCEPT DESIGN GROUP & TRAINING ROOM PROPOSED SCHEME

PROPOSED PLAN AND USE

The Training Room setup includes furniture that is also used for 
program sessions. Depending on the set up, furniture can be 
kept in the adjoining storeroom.

DESIGN INTENTIONS

• To create a productive and flexible space for the 
Campbelltown CCO business requirements

DESIGN ATTRIBUTES

• Large waiting room for regional meeting and training events
• Multi-functional furniture that can be kept in the adjoining 

storeroom
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Sito™. 
240 range

Distinctive. Flexible. Versatile.
The Sito range is a more sophisticated re-interpretation of the traditional steel tube cantilever 
chair. The design is based on bridge construction: the load-bearing component comprises a 
 tubular structure that is supported by slender, flat steel braces. The braces absorb force, so the 
cross section of the tubular structure is smaller and the chair more flexible.

An innovative, multipurpose cantilever family  was born that can be used on its own or in 
 combination with the Wilkhahn office chair and table ranges. Sito is typical of the flexibility 
 expected from cantilevers, spacious and comfortable to sit on and with its very own style. 
 Different frame finishes, armrest pads, upholstery and covers allow plenty of scope for differ-
ent design solutions.

Sito
Design: wiege

Model 240/3
upholstered seat, aluminium bright 
 chrome-plated frame, polypropylene 
 armrest pads

Model 241/51
club upholstery,  
black leather, aluminium 
bright chrome-plated  frame, 
leather armrest pads

Wilkhahn fold up tables  Fold up tables can be used when writing is needed Wilkhahn 240 chair. stackable 

“We usually don’t use the table, it creates a 
barrier. We’re only using it today because they’re 
filling out forms”

Many of the group rooms were filled with stacks of unused 
furniture. To prevent this issue, stackable chairs with fold out 
tables are recommended, along with tables which can fold up 
and be stowed in storage when not in use.   

CONCEPT DESIGN GROUP & TRAINING ROOM FURNISHINGS
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PROJECT BOARDS / ROOM DIVIDERS

Large discussion boards on wheels can be used during group 
sessions. They can also act as room dividers, improving the 
flexibility of the space, allowing smaller spaces to be created if 
there are private discussions or in the case of family AVL contact 
happening in the group room. 

One side can be upholstered to provide a backdrop for the AVL 
conversation as well as providing a sound baffle.

PROJECT BOARDS / ROOM DIVIDERS

Large discussion boards on wheels can be used during group 
sessions. They can also act as room dividers, improving the 
flexibility of the space, allowing smaller spaces to be created if 
there are private discussions or in the case of family AVL contact 
happening in the group room. 

One side can be upholstered to provide a backdrop for the AVL 
conversation as well as providing a sound baffle.

CONCEPT DESIGN GROUP & TRAINING ROOM FURNISHINGS
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Family FVC [Meeting Room 5]

PROPOSED PLAN AND USE

The large meeting room is identified as being suitable for FVC 
and less formal interview room. The change to the function is 
brought about by the introduction of the more domestic style 
furniture. 

DESIGN INTENTIONS

To create a comfortable space for families visiting for FVC and an 
alternative interview environment for staff and offenders.

DESIGN ATTRIBUTES

• Furniture driven solution
• Domestic style furniture
• A more relaxed environment for families and 
• An alternative environment for offender interviews
• Wall mounted joinery to accommodate AVL equipment
• Storage for toys

CONCEPT DESIGN LARGE INTERVIEW ROOM PROPOSED SCHEME
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A NORMAL LOUNGE ROOM

The main positive quality of conversation through AVL is 
the ability to talk ‘outside the prison’. Ideally, each space is 
carefully designed to create opportunity to talk within a ‘normal’ 
environment, with no visual cues of prison. 

For instance children can see thier father whilst they are sitting 
in a normal lounge room, without having to enter a prison and  
behave in ways which those spaces evoke. 

Likewise, a father can see their children playing naturally in a 
comfortable environment.

“Kids aren’t allowed to take toys into a correctional 
centre. It would be good for the guys to watch their kids 
playing with toys. They can see little Johnny playing 
with lego, or taking his first steps, or “look dad, I can 
draw a fish”. They’re just small things but they have 
a big impact on normality, they help things grow in a 
community”. 

(CCO staff)

CONCEPT DESIGN LARGE INTERVIEW ROOM LOOK & FEEL
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A NORMAL LOUNGE ROOM

Comfortable mid-range lounge room furniture has been chosen 
along with modern timber cabinetry to contextualise and house 
the AVL equipment.

“You have to give people something to rise up to, but 
also you need to remember that Different families have 
different lounge rooms, it shouldn’t make them feel 
inadequate”

(CCO staff) 

Freedom furniture Bonnie Range

Credenza with lockable cupboards

CONCEPT DESIGN LARGE INTERVIEW ROOM FURNISHINGS
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AVL set up - the furniture should be easily movable to allow 
effective FVC as well as standard interviews.

CONCEPT DESIGN LARGE INTERVIEW ROOM AVL EQUIPMENT

AUDIO VISUAL LINK TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

Research was conducted into the technical requirements and 
specifications for equipment for the FVC service. Sources for 
this research include literature recommendations as well as 
equipment analysis. Some of the concerns and valued provisions 
outlined include:
• Camera that has two-axis swivel; in order to frame people 

of different heights, as well as kids around the room or 
anyone sitting on the floor; autofocus and a wide enough focal 
length to accommodate for all people in the space are other 
desirable camera features

• Display with a large enough diameter such that the inmate on 
screen can be viewed by his family with life size proportions; 
as with most displays on the market at this time features 
should include 16:9 aspect ratio and 1080p resolution

• Speakers should be co-located with the display in order to 
allow for a natural communication experience; the inmate’s 
voice should appear to come from the direction of the display

• Camera should be co-located with the display in order to 
allow for a natural communication experience; the family’s 
gaze should appear to be directed at the camera even when 
they are viewing the display

• Camera height should be ergonomically located such that it is 
at eye-level for the average seated family member; with low 
seating this may mean that the camera is situated below the 
display

• Picture In Picture (PIP) mode on the display would allow the 
family to see the image of them that is being transmitted; this 
could be provided in one corner of the display

• Ceiling mounted microphones may provide the best sound 
reproduction in this context; prioritise speech intelligibility by 
providing vibration dampeners and audio processing

Cisco Telepresence SX20

Cisco Telepresence swivel camera

Cisco Telepresence ceiling microphone

 JBL flush mount ceiling microphone
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Rattle

Books:

• Where The Wild Things Are

      (Maurice Sendak)

• The Very Hungry Caterpillar

      (Eric Carle)

• One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish

      (Dr. Seuss)

• Possum Magic

      (Mem Fox)

• We’re Going on a Bear Hunt

      (Michael Rosen & Helen Oxenbury)

Paper and colouring pencils

Stacking toy Rubik’s cube

Wooden blocks

Wall mountable marine puzzle Wire wooden bead pathfinder

Dinosaur figurines

GROUP/INTERVIEW ROOM WAITING ROOM

CONCEPT DESIGN CHILDREN ENGAGEMENT & TOYS OFF THE SHELF TOYS

This selection of toys and books has been chosen to help 
occupy children in the group room or interview room. 
Various ages have been catered for, while the toys and 
books should act to supplement rather than detract from 
the actual AVL visit. These toys and books could help to 
enable further conversation and games between offender 
and child.

The toys listed above are recommended for CCO waiting areas in 
order to occupy children in a productive and engaging manner. 
Apart from the standard inclusion of a TV in reception, other 
options must be provided for children to prevent restlessness 
and boredom. Considerations for these toys include ease of 
maintenance, accessibility to various ages and demographics as 
well as security and theft concerns.
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PARENTS GAME CHEAT SHEET

I SPY - During the AVL visit, have the father play ‘I Spy’ with their 
child. Spot something in the child’s room, say the first letter of 
the word and ask the child to guess what it is.

THE EXHAUSTION GAME - Choose a category such as vegetables, 
cars, fruits, furniture, animals etc. Then take turns saying one 
example from that category until you exhaust the topic.

PICTIONARY - Write down some words, they could be anything 
(person, place, animal, object, action). One by one, have the child 
draw these and have the father try and guess what the word 
is by looking at the drawing. An alternate version of this game 
is ‘Charades’, where the child would act out a word instead of 
drawing it.

20 QUESTIONS - One of you thinks of a word, and the others have 
to guess the word by asking a maximum of 20 questions. Only yes 
or no answers are allowed. The winner then gets to think of the 
next word.

LAST LETTER - One of you starts by saying one random word, 
and then the other has to say another word that starts with the 
last letter of the previous word, and so on until the player can’t 
find a word that starts with that letter. Words cannot be repeated.

Other activities to consider:  
read books, sing songs/nursery rhymes, make faces, play with 
puppets, ‘heads shoulders knees and toes’, ‘show and tell’.

AVL CONTEXT SPECIFIC GAMES

There is much potential to engage kids through toys that 
are directly specific to the AVL context. The toy could act as 
a medium to tell the child a story of what they are actually 
achieving during their FVC visit. The child’s experience could be 
explored, with an attempt to speak to their activities in the CCO, 
their general life as well as their relation to their father and 
family.

A context specific toy should strive to explain details of the child’s 
visit, while trying to put them at ease in this unfamiliar setting. 
Custom toys should encourage various aspirational behaviours 
and learning that can enable kids to gain the most out of the FVC.

The image pictured is a concept for a puzzle; it is made of 
simple, blocky, hardwearing wooden pieces with etching on the 
pieces to show detail. The puzzle acts as a metaphor for all the 
elements of the child’s family fitting together cohesively. Pieces 
in the puzzle represent elements of the FVC service whilst also 
depicting family connection and daily life - to encourage a feeling 
of normalcy.

CONCEPT DESIGN CHILDREN ENGAGEMENT & TOYS SOCIAL GAMES
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Front and rear access into the office.

Office space with access to no natural light –  
nor external views.

Change in level in the tenancy only accessible by stairs

PROPOSED PLAN AND USE

The large meeting room is identified as being suitable for FVC 
and less formal interview room. The change to the function is 
brought about by the introduction of the more domestic style 
furniture. 

DESIGN INTENTIONS

To create a comfortable space for families visiting for FVC and an 
alternative interview environment for staff and offenders.

DESIGN ATTRIBUTES

• Furniture driven solution
• Domestic style furniture
• A more relaxed environment for families and 
• An alternative environment for offender interviews
• Wall mounted joinery to accommodate AVL equipment
• Storage for toys

Office space with limited access to natural light –  
no external views.

CONCEPT DESIGN STAFF SPACES ANALYSIS
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CONCEPT DESIGN STAFF SPACES CONCEPT

GENERAL PLAN

The plan indicates design interventions that make changes to 
the fitout or the building envelope. Changes to the group rooms 
require internal fitout alterations. The staff design interventions 
require changes to the building envelope and would be subject to 
owner and council approval.
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CONCEPT DESIGN STAFF SPACES CONCEPT

BUILDING ENTRY

Design intentions

• To provide an address/identity for the CCCO business and 
staff. 

• To allow for access to natural light and external views

Design attributes

• Access to light, views and potentially fresh air via high level 
windows and glazed entry doors.

Plan showing proposed improvements to building entry
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CONCEPT DESIGN STAFF SPACES CONCEPT

EQUITABLE ACCESS

Design intentions

• To provide equitable access throughout the office

Design attributes

• Ramp to allow passage for people with disabilities - concept 
only and subject to design



 CONCLUSIONS
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CONCLUSIONS

OVERVIEW

This report details concepts for the piloting of a Family Video 
Contact (FVC) service and for the refurbishment of the office 
environment at Campbelltown Community Corrections 
Office. The concepts for FVC service and CCO refurbishment 
were codesigned with Campbelltown CCO staff and clients, 
CSNSW management, Community Restorative Centre staff 
and representatives from the Prison Fellowship. This report 
articulates negotiated concepts rather than fully specified 
designs. Additional design work, consultant reports and review 
with stakeholders will be required to finalise the designs. This 
report does however provide a strong basis on which to make 
clear design recommendations and articulate next steps.

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Family Video Contact service pilot
Conduct a 3 month FVC pilot program at Campbelltown CCO 
in partnership with the Community Restorative Centre and the 
Prison Fellowship based on to the framework provided in this 
report.

2. FVC prototype space at Campbelltown CCO
The large interview room off the main waiting area at the front of 
the Campbelltown CCO is selected as the primary space for FVC 
sessions. This room, rather than the group program room, was 
selected for this prototyping exercise as it is also more typical of 
other CCO facilities.

3. Campbelltown CCO waiting room configuration
The recommended configuration for the waiting room is the 
‘meeting half way’ layout where the reception counter is moved 
half way down on the left hand side wall (see figure on page 
23). While the majority of stakeholders agreed with the value 
of this change, it is acknowledged that not all CCO staff were in 
agreement. In the next stage of detailed design and specification, 
a particular effort will be made to address these concerns where 
possible.

4. Campbelltown CCO waiting room fit-out
Develop furnishing, fit-out and fixtures specifications based on 
the concepts consulted and agreed to on pages 26-28 of this 
document.

5. Staff office amenity at Campbelltown CCO 
Building on the initial work on pages 41-44, develop and 
implement design concepts to improve the amenity of the staff 
area particularly with regard to access to natural light.

6. Amenity of group program and training room at 
Campbelltown CCO 

Develop the case to refurbish the Campbelltown CCO group 
program and training room with AVL capacity and additional 
amenity. This would support off site client group programming 

and staff training being provided through the AVL facility in a 
purpose design space.

7. Review the Family Video Contact service pilot
After the 3 month FVC trial conduct a formal review to revise the 
framework and practices, and if indicated create a strategy for 
the expansion of the service.
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CONCLUSIONS

NEXT STEPS

Brief Assistant Commissioners
Provide the relevant Assistant Commissioners with a briefing on 
the report and the associated recommendations. (Oct 16)

Building survey/lease documents and engage quantity surveyor 
Obtain lease and survey documents for the Campbelltown CCO 
premise to inform design development. Engage quantity surveyor 
to provide initial cost estimates (Oct 16)

Create budget
Based on quantity surveyors assessment and available 
funds, create a budget and schedule for the proposed works. 
Architectural and FFF design costs will be between 10-20% 
depending on scope and nature of design work (i.e. furniture 
design can be more intensive at this scale) (Nov 16)

Review concept designs with inmates and families 
The initial project plan included consultations with inmates 
and families (related ethics clearance obtained). While we drew 
on information related to their experience when designing 
the spaces, it is important inmates and families have a direct 
opportunity to review the concept designs. The DOC team will 
cover the cost of these consultation within the initial project 
funding. (Nov 16)

Stakeholder workshop 
Run a 3 hour stakeholder workshop to review and refine the 
framework on the report with a view to implementation planning. 
Include a wide range of stakeholders including CCO staff, CS 
management, members of relevant CS committees, NGOs and 
other partners. (early Dec 16)

Detail design concepts
Detail the design concepts for final specification by the fabricator, 
architectural or building company engaged to implement the 
designs. (Feb 17)

Establish a project control group and establish implementation 
plans
Create a project control group to oversee and establish 
implementation plans for the building works and the piloting of 
the FVC service (March 17)

Construction and implementation
Implement refurbishment and establish FVC program in 
collaboration with service providers 
[April-June 17] 

Review FVC service and evaluate CCO design prototype
After 3 months conduct a review of the FVC service and an initial 
post-occupancy assessment of the CCO design interventions.

TIMELINE

Brief Assistant Commissioners

Building Survey/Lease Documents And Engage 

Quantity Surveyor

Create Budget

Review Concept Designs With Inmates And 

Families

Stakeholder Workshop

Detail Design Concepts

Establish Project Control Group And 

Implementation Plans

Construction And Implementation

Review FVC Service And Evaluate CCO Design 

Prototype

OCT  NOV  DEC  JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUN  JUL  AUG  SEP

2016  2017
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APPENDICES A - SITE VISITS

OVERVIEW

Site research was conducted at three preliminary CCO locations 
around NSW - Sydney City, Lake Macquarie & Newcastle and 
Kempsey. Each of the offices presented unique opportunities 
and challenges, while several common avenues for development 
were also identified.

SYDNEY CITY

• Relatively old fit-out at 5-7 years old
• Waiting area and reception are sterile and unwelcoming - the 

walk up to the counter is long and one would have to walk 
past the gaze of others waiting in the room

• The reception desk window was heavily scratched; one 
aluminium bar framing the window is placed directly at eye 
level, forcing the receptionist to hunch during conversation

• No natural light in this space; only form of stimulation is a 
single TV playing TVS kids shows continually

• On entering the group room it is obvious that this space 
is intended for multiple uses with furniture and other 
paraphernalia strewn everywhere; lack of storage space

• A client had to ask the receptionist for a glass of water, 
then get buzzed through to the kitchen; this is not only an 
annoyance but also creates a power dynamic

LAKE MACQUARIE & NEWCASTLE

• Relatively new fit out at 1-3 years old
• Facility presents itself as austere, with a bleak facade, no 

signage to indicate location of facility as well as a complicated 
internal layout confusing wayfinding

• Waiting room very small for the number of CCO clients; a 
family of four could make the space seem crowded

• Busy periods in this waiting space mean that there are often 
people standing about with minimal private space.

• Chairs in the reception space face eachother in close 
proximity further minimising personal space

• Hearing through the glass in the reception area is quite 
difficult, with a complete blocking of sound by the window 
pane except for the nine holes in it

• Acoustic privacy in the interview rooms was raised as a 
concern; conversations could be heard in the waiting room 
and as a remedy a sound system was set up to constantly play 
loud music in an adjacent room 

• High number of clients with sexual offences potentially 
sharing the waiting room with families; reception staff has 
limited visual access to waiting room.

• Main group room is not adjacent or easily accessible to the 
staff office area; concern about having families in a space 
which is far from assistance if required

KEMPSEY

• Relatively new fit out at 1-3 years old
• Most welcoming entrance of the three sites; easily located 

entrance even within the shopping arcade
• Sebel furniture in waiting room is a little older and has some 

charm about it creating a warmer environment.
• A spaceship kids table was also present however no toys were 

seen; staff mentioned that toys and books used to be left out 
for play but occasions where syringes were found in the toys 
and books halted that provision

• Security screen set-up was much preferred over the other 
two sites - window pane had larger gaps in it that allowed for 
easier communication

• Waiting room very small for the number of CCO clients; a 
family of four could make the space seem crowded

• Main group room is not adjacent or easily accessible to the 
staff office area; concern about having families in a space 
which is far from assistance if required
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APPENDICES B - THERAPEUTIC ENVIRONMENT An early research report exploring therapeutic environments 
and design principles that coupld apply to the CCO.
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